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THE TRIPLE TALAQ BILL 
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ABSTRACT 

The Lok Sabha passed The Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill, 2017, and 

the primary target of the Bill was exceptionally straightforward: to secure the privileges of 

wedded Muslim ladies and obliterate separation simply by saying: Talaq thrice by their better 

half. This article is a brief look at what had occurred behind the thinking about the Bill and its 

passing in Lok Sabha and the bumbles made in the Bill and would be only the letter of the law 

with no lawful impacts at all. In any case, as we probably are aware that the Bill can be made 

as a Law under Indian Constitution just when passed in Rajya Sabha, and which is yet to occur. 

In the Shayara Bano case, The Supreme Court made highly particular that the training by which 

Muslim men separate from their spouses by saying the word Talaq three times in only one 

sitting is Unconstitutional.1 In any case, what's more fascinating is that the Bill, when passed by 

Lok Sabha, had countless such conundrums with numerous inconsistencies inside that one is 

left contemplating on what reason this Bill would serve. The article examines the situation of 

ladies in the public eye and how they have been battling for their freedoms since the days of 

yore. 

Further, it clarifies the Talaq-ul-Biddat and its significance in Islam and how the Quran 

similarly criticizes it. It further attempts to bring the worldwide viewpoint of the moment Triple 

Talaq. In India, the moment Triple Talaq was held unlawful in a new judgment, a statute had 

been passed for something very similar.2 The act of Triple Talaq is discretionary is against the 

principle right to equity of ladies. Hence, the assembly should make compulsory arrangements 

for the equivalent to avoid these types of situations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Numerous social practices that reflect social imbalances takes cover in the name of religion. 

Individual laws, under British chairpersons, were drawn from different sources. It mirrored the 

sexual orientation biases of its occasions since the mediators of faith have been generally men. 

The most common way of transforming backward practices additionally started during the 

British era. Reformers finished practices like Sati and youngster marriage. Moderate areas in 

the general public went against these changes and demanded that this be saved for the 

protection of religion. There is a rising people group's development inside the local area to 

dispose of triple talaq. Likewise, there has been a prominent quietness among officials around 

the most manhandled practice of Nikah Halala, which requires a lady to wed and have sex with 

one more man before she can remarry a man who has separated from her threefold. The thought 

isn't to essentialize Islam or, then again, some other confidence, however, to eliminate the 

universality and societies which are shifted against ladies, young ladies, and regularly 

youngsters. The individual law in India is a law for individuals of various religions and is 

material as indicated by the individual's faith. For a long time, Muslim ladies have been battling 

sexual orientation correspondence in the Islamic law that oversees rights related to marriage, 

separation, and property freedoms. All-India Muslim Personal Law Board is one of the super 

compelling bodies in the Muslim people group. There are loads of supports just as analysis 

about this board. 

Ordinarily, this board dismissed the proposition to change the individual Muslim law as they 

accept it will infringe on the fundamental standards of Islam. Further, there is numerous male 

individuals' mastery in that specific board. However, Quran doesn't uphold a framework that 

is just overseen by the male-centric framework. Muslim ladies' freedoms of marriage, separate, 

legacy have energized numerous Muslim ladies' activists to battle for their releases. The 

disputable Islamic separation practice of moment triple (talaq-e-Bidder) has been struck down 

as discretionary and against the fundamentals of Islam. The training was against Article 14 of 

the Constitution, which ensures the right to fairness, the Supreme Court has dominated. 

TRIPLE TALAQ CONSTRUE 

The message inside the Quran is staggeringly expressed with regards to separate. It inclines 

more towards defending marriage rather than dissolving it suddenly. The Quran sets specific 

standards to execute separately, even as there are standards to bless the union. The individuals 
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who expect to separate from their spouses will hang tight for quite a long time. The Islamic 

sacred text requests time and persistence in executing a separation in the desire for proceeding 

with the association, realizing that the couple will undoubtedly have contrasts. Some Indian 

Muslims, mainly Sunni Muslims, follow the arrangement of Triple Talaq where the spouse can 

separate from his better half by articulating the three words Talaq, Talaq Talaq. It is a 1400-

year-old practice. In this training, the spouse doesn't need to explain separating from his better 

half. The Muslim spouse can't separate from her significant other by utilizing the act of Triple 

Talaq. Throughout the long term, Muslim ladies in India are residing in unending apprehension 

of being tossed out of their marital homes right away because a Muslim man, on the off chance 

that he chooses, can end long periods of marriage just by giving the signal "Talaq" (separate) 

threefold. 

TRIPLE TALAQ LAW 

The Indian Parliament passed the Triple Talaq law, additionally alluded to as the Protection of 

Rights on Marriage Bill, on July 30, 2019, to make the moment Triple Talaq a criminal offence. 

The law likewise makes Triple Talaq a cognizable and non-bailable offence. Ravi Shankar 

Prasad, the priest of law and equity, presented the Bill in the Lok Sabha on June 21, 2019, to 

supplant an Ordinance declared on February 21, 2019.3 The Bill was forthcoming for thought 

in the Rajya Sabha for quite a while because of the unsettling influence of the working of the 

Upper House by some ideological groups. The act of the Triple Talaq separate from framework 

was proceeding, so there was an earnest need to make a quick move to forestall such training 

by making severe arrangements in the law. The Supreme Court considered Triple Talaq illegal 

for its worth against sex law and the standard of balance as a significant right for each 

Constitution. It isn't principal to the confidence of Islam in India. In 1985, a lady named Shah 

Banu battled an argument in the Supreme Court against her significant other after leaving her 

without giving her any divorce settlement. The zenith court controlled in support of herself. 

 

 

                                                             
3 Reshma J. Fathima, "Triple Talaq Bill: A Social Reform or Just a Dead Mans Gun?", International Journal of 

Science and Research (IJSR), https://www.ijsr.net/get_abstract.php?paper_id=ART2018708, Volume 7 Issue 3, 

March 2018, 649 – 650. 
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A POLITICAL CONTRIVANCE 

The Triple Talaq Bill, which the current traditional government effectively upheld, tries to help 

Muslim ladies. To see how this Bill was not favourable to ladies, one must check out ladies' 

existences under the commonness of Triple Talaq on the ground and dissect what might have 

happened had the Bill been passed in Rajya Sabha. It is unavoidable to note that ladies all around 

the local area are in a harmful condition and the triple talaq was just a grain of salt to injury. 

Condemning Triple Talaq further prompted these ladies to be presented to the danger of 

expanded polygamy, aggressive behaviour at home, surrender, and in the more awful of most 

pessimistic scenarios, murder.4 This, not the slightest bit, infers that the presence of Triple 

Talaq would have been exceptional; however, this Bill, not the slightest bit, accommodates a 

legitimate answer because the states of ladies will continue as before. The Muslim men would 

have been impacted by something very similar. The Bill looked to condemn a demonstration 

that is now void according to law. It is appropriate to note that it couldn't have been doomed 

when no legitimate result was demonstrated. If articulating triple talaq doesn't prompt anything, 

what rationale lies behind denouncing it? There is no real reason for contrasting the articulating 

of triple talaq and other criminal demonstrations because there is an outcome in each case. 

While, after the Supreme Court judgment, there is no result of articulating Talaq multiple times 

simultaneously. The assessment had not indicated that a rule condemning triple talaq was to be 

sanctioned. 

Also, a Muslim Marriage is of the idea of the joint agreement, and the obligation forced is of 

criminal nature, which again is mysterious. Disparaging Muslim men either as jihadis (fear-

based oppressors) or love jihadis, hamburger eaters, cow baiters or as being hostile to the public 

has been a significant political board for the public authority in power. It was detaining Muslim 

people for articulating triple talaq fits in impeccably with this groundbreaking strategy. To 

capture the Muslim men, that is the main thing that can be reasonably drawn from the Bill 

featuring the reality there had been grave sexual orientation dissimilarity for the sake of ladies 

strengthening. BJP MP Meenakshi Lekhi sent affirmations to all Muslim ladies during the 

conversation in such a manner; she said, when they have a sibling-like Narendra Modi, they 

need not fear anybody. Without a doubt, they shouldn't. The might government in power is 

                                                             
4 Triple Talaq: Unconstitutional and a curse to Society, https://blog.ipleaders.in/triple-talaq-unconstitutional-
curse-society/ (last accessed Nov 15., 2021). 
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with Muslim lady when she is looking for security against her better half and not in any case. 

What the public authority neglected to acknowledge was that a snake is fiercer when harmed. 

When delivered, the spouse would unquestionably counter alternate separation methods and, 

surprisingly more awful, he may not practice any detachment whatsoever; however, he gets 

rough towards his better half. As an issue of proper public arrangement, criminal law should 

not interrupt the individual existences of residents except if there is a squeezing ground for it 

like actual savagery. Many feet of pitilessness inside a marriage is adequate for separate yet 

unquestionably, don't fit the bill for criminal arraignment. The reasoning behind this is that no 

acculturated society endorses guard dogs in the family home. With triple talaq gone, it was just 

an exercise in futility to discredit individuals for being thoughtful to significantly increase Talaq 

or look for discipline for the people who absurdly utter it, notwithstanding its incapability. 

Shorn of the clamour and lecture, the issue isn't truly concerning the strengthening of ladies 

because, for this situation, the govt should be taking a gander at upgrading the advantage and 

security allowed by the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act 1986 and 

distinctive ensuring enactment. 

Unexpectedly the current enactment is named the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on 

Marriage) Bill 2017. What's more, Section 5 of the Bill accommodated the upkeep of the lady 

and the youngsters.5 Be that as it may, if the separation hasn't closed, the utilization of adapting 

the support of the lady and the kids were once more problematic. If this was a support that can 

be requested by justice for disregarding a spouse, then, at that point, that is accommodated in 

Section 125 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973.6 This was an impression of the adolescent 

and shallow endeavours of the drafters. 

Notwithstanding the above arrangements, the Bill additionally said that the guardianship of the 

youngsters would be given over to the spouse. During the question of authority, the courts are 

limited by a solitary standard the well-being of the kid. The care, naturally, goes to the spouse, 

disregarding any situation at all. The equivalent is silly to try and consider because, again, the 

separation never occurred in the primary example.7 

                                                             
5 Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill 2017, § 5. 
6 The Code of Criminal               Procedure, 1973, § 125. 
7 Neha Verma, Triple Talaq, https://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-26-triple-talaq.html (last accessed 

Nov 15., 2021). 
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CONCLUSION 

India is a nation of variety in culture, religion, and customs. In India, every strict local area has 

laws dependent on their strict texts, which every family matters. Nonetheless, a fine adjustment 

must be done between the pomade to rehearse any religion and civil rights. Endorsement by 

the Parliament of the Triple Talaq Bill in the right advance in giving Muslim women civil 

rights. 
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